Silent Gliss

ROMAN
BLIND
SYSTEMS

Elegance and
Functionality
Roman blinds are an elegant window treatment which combines
this classic look with our high quality components to deliver
systems that operate effortlessly.
Our hardware allows for all styles of roman blinds, including
soft and hard fold for hand or electric operation. In addition, if
used with our range of tested, flame retardant fabrics you are
assured of a blind of the highest quality.

CHAIN OPERATED

Silent Gliss roman blind systems SG 2304 and SG 2305
incorporate an innovative and powerful magnetic solution to child
safety.
The elegant and compact blind system includes an endset that
separates from the headrail when a weight of 6kg or above is
applied to the chain. Simply reattach the endset by placing in
position at the end of the headrail allowing the magnets to
reconnect.
Both systems are also available without the magnetic endset.

MAINS POWERED

BATTERY POWERED

Mains wired system SG 2350 can be controlled via a switch,
handset, using our Move App or can be integrated into most
major home control systems using our Smart motor.

In many situations, mains power to a
window is not possible. Silent Gliss
battery-operated roman blind SG 2345
is wireless, making it the ideal retrofit
solution.
The system uses conventional batteries
which are easily accessible to allow a
fast battery exchange when required.

Motorisation for
convenience and control

Technical summary –
roman blind systems

The Collection –
fabrics by Silent Gliss

The Silent Gliss Collection sets itself
apart by considering both the fabric’s
texture and technical features. With
over 40 fabrics we offer a range of
styles and colours which balance
function and design to ensure you
find the perfect fabric for your needs.
All Silent Gliss fabrics are flame
retardant to the highest global
standards.

SYSTEM
REFERENCE

SIZE
LIMITATIONS

BLIND
OPERATION

USEFUL
INFORMATION

SG 2304

Max width: 2m
Max drop: 3.4m
Max weight: 2kg

Chain

—— Magnetic child safety endset
—— Available without magnetic child safety endset,
supplied with chain retainer
—— Compliant to EN 13120
—— Gear ratio 1:1

SG 2305

Max width: 3m
Max drop: 3.4m
Max weight: 4kg

Chain

—— Magnetic child safety endset
—— Available without magnetic child safety endset,
supplied with chain retainer
—— Compliant to EN 13120
—— Gear ratio 1:4

SG 2120

Max width: 4m
Max drop: 6m
Max weight: 8kg

Chain

—— Ideal for manually operated heavy and/or
large blinds
—— Compliant to EN 13120
—— Gear ratio 1:5

SG 2345

Max width: 6m
Max drop: 6m
Max weight: 2.5kg

Motorised-battery

—— Controlled via switch and /or handset
—— Quick and easy battery replacement

SG 2350

Max width: 6m
Max drop: 6m
Max weight: 15kg

Motorised-wired

—— Cassette headrail
—— Quick cord release and re-fixing for
easy fabric removal
—— Controlled via switch and/or handset or Move App
—— Smart motor option for integration and control by
most major home control systems

WARNING

Over 40 colours are available
for Colorama 1 and 2

Dimout fabrics for
room darkening

Freshtex fabrics for
active air improvement

Textures and patterns

Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords
that operate the product. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out
of the reach of young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck.
Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords. Do not tie cords
together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatment systems.
With cutting edge technology and a relentless commitment to
precision, we develop and manufacture the world’s quietest,
smoothest-gliding curtains and blinds.
Driven by our customers’ needs, Silent Gliss provides bespoke
curtain and blind systems complemented by expert technical
advice, installation and support services. Silent Gliss stands for
innovative solutions, exceptional design and outstanding quality.
Swiss engineered since 1952.
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